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About This Game

Are you ready for The Videokid challenge?

Test your skills to the max with this fun & challenging arcade style skate game set in a retro 1980s neighbourhood filled with
danger...

Skate, hitch and grind your way through hazardous streets; dodging 80s bikes, cars, trucks, trains & more. The Videokid is jam
packed with 80s nostalgia. Relive classic moments of all your favourite movie, tv and cartoon characters and remember... the

further you get the more epic the references become!

"What a wonderful game this is - an exacting arcade treat shot through with 80s childhood memories." Christian Donlan,
Eurogamer

"You’ll find that The VIDEOKID throws in every nostalgic thing you loved about the 80s into an 8-bit fast-paced Paperboy-
esque gaming experience. Plug in your walkman and lace up your Reebok Pumps..." Niko & Dawn, Indiewatch

"It's like PaperBoy on 80s steroids" twitter.com/MastaCodyD

"An awesome trip down memorylane!" twitter.com/HeinyReimes

The goal is simple: Avoid being busted by the cops, pull off sick tricks and complete crazy combos to earn bonuses; all whilst
trying to stay alive just long enough to deliver your pirate video round and get to your girl in time! From retro arcade style sound
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effects, to the incredible 8bit inspired soundtrack (written by DJ Savant) the Videokid pays pure homage to your favourite
games of the golden era.

FEATURES:
- Take on 'The Videokid challenge' & be amongst the top 25 hall of fame

- Unlock and play as some of your favourite 80s inspired characters
- Wreak havoc on the wrong side of the law for maximum score

- Pull off sick skate tricks & crazy combos
- Laugh at endless ways to bail, slam and fail

- Earn cash to spend on radical upgrades & powerups in the skateshop
- Experience the nail-biting tension... the longer you live the harder it gets

- See how many classic 80s characters & vehicles you can spot
- Relive your nostalgic childhood where all things were awesome

CONTROLLER OPTIONS
press "a" to restart or "y" to enter the store
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Title: THE VIDEOKID
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
PixelTrip Studios
Publisher:
PixelTrip Studios
Release Date: 31 Jan, 2017
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Certainly one—if not THE—most beautiful game I've ever played!

If you're looking for a choose your own adventure that has beautiful art (and I do mean beautiful) then this is one you've got to
try out. The story is lovely and interesting and the outcomes super varied.. The Invisible Hours is a really great VR told
experience.

As I walked into the mansion, I noticed a guy looking around the corner looking all guilty like...so I "observed" him instead of
the main dialogue. Cool take on story telling.

Which means some replayability...but only to hear/see different people during the main story.
. Amazing art - you will love it if you are hardcore JRPG fan in the SNES/PS1 era. Can't miss!. This game looks much more fun
than it plays. nothing more, nothing less: it really is just unenjoyable. lasers are slow, robot drones in the sky you bat lasers at,
enemies that mindlessly march toward you and your laser swords that die with a touch... it's just not fun to play.. ok. So...
Archangle. VR game. you're basically one of the pilots from the pacific rim movies. you're in a 60 foot mech. you punch, the
mech punches. rockets on one hand, machine gun on the other, energy bucklers on the backs of both hands when you activate
them. oh. and you can punch. Oh look, theres a bridge with people on it in my way. They're pointing things at me.. I'll just
punch the bridge. no more guys. hells ya. VR is starting to get some solid games finally.

Now I'm just waiting to start punching kaiju.. It\u00b4s a Match-3-Game. If you like this kind of games, I think you will like
this game too.

If you don\u00b4t like Match-3... Then I don\u00b4t know, if you can have much fun with this game.
To be honest: it is very repetetive. Ok, there is a story. You have to rebuilt Athen. But to reach this goal you have to solve
match-3-puzzles. Many of them...

I purchased this game for less than 1,-- \u20ac. For this price, I had much fun with this game. But I like Match-3.
Otherwise you have to decide: Is the game worth the full price for you?. Fun space hockey with a friendly community. If you
like sports games you will enjoy Uniball. Its free so give it a try.. AMAZING!!!! I first played the og game on newgrounds and
it was very fun, when i heard they were making a second game i went insane! this game provides so much action packed
gameplay that you will still be coming back for more! The campaign was so good and im waiting for the 2nd chapter. Highly
recomend it! (P.S. there is a vast character customization and online play is hillarious.. If you're looking for a fishing game with
good realistic physics, such as line, and weight to the cast, this is not it. If you're after a bit of arcade style fishing fun, this might
be the game for you.
I'm personally undecided on it, but the presentation was nice, and overal it seemed quite polished throughout, but a few things
need improving, such as the casting mechanism which wasn't great, and the line\/lure has no physics which spoiled it for me, as
that would have made it much more immersive and fun. EDIT: I'm therefore giving it a thumbs down until they fix these issues.
Please like and subscribe if you want to see more videos. Cheers.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=2TXvV1IBmc8

Please note - I have not played 'Catch & Release' or any other VR fishing game so have nothing to compare it to at this stage. I
will try and get hold of a copy of Catch & Release for comparison purposes as that seems like one of the better fishing games
out there. Keep an eye out for that video hopefully soon. Many thanks.

Aquarium - I realised I did not show the Aquarium in my video, sorry about that - still learning! I didn't spend much time in the
aquarium but you are placed under water inside it, where the fish you have caught are swimming around. It's a nice touch. Again
apologies for missing that in my video.. Although the reviews are divided on this game I give this game a positive review.
It is a topdown shooter in which you as a seal team 12 member have to stop GOD. The levels are linear and the enemies
definitely not the most difficult I've ever seen in a game. However everything works and no bugs make it a nice little game to
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shoot a bit around in. The story, as seen by the name of your main enemy ;), is not to be taken too seriously with its over the top
writing but is at least coherent.
Don't expect to play it for many hours but in the end for the \u20ac0,98 that I picked this up it is well worth its money.
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Hi gamers. Sadly I bought this game on the reviews. Unfortunately it does not work with win 8.1 x64. So I can confirm what DJ
Ricky D posted. It really is a pity that this is not mentioned in the System Requirements since there are in some cases specific
mention in this regard. The intro movies plays just fine but at the options screen everything is an ugly pink and cyan. It also does
not support 1920x1080 16:9. So if you run windows 8 stay away.. this is a awsome game but the greeter is glitchy
. tl;dr Not recommended, even on sale.

Unbelievably lazy design. The story is practically nonexistent, and while the character style and art are fine, that's not nearly
enough to carry this zero-effort game. I do appreciate that there are apparently multiple characters with their own story paths,
the one I selected (the ninja) got almost no story beyond the central framing device outside of a couple of throwaway lines. The
dungeon crawling is okay at first, until the later floors where the devs give up any semblance of justifying obstacles in your way
and you run into a floating "Event" that on earlier floors would have at least been a little bit of character interaction or a lead-in
to a boss, but instead just say "Obtain 2 X to advance" and then your party is bounced back with no explanation. They could
have at least done this through the use of locked doors, but nope.

The music also stuttered out for me every time I took a step in the dungeon, leading me to become very familiar with about the
first second or two of the dungeon theme. The rest of the music is serviceable, and the battle theme is honestly good. However,
in total, this is not a very engaging game- they tried to split the difference between visual novel and dungeon crawler and wound
up with both aspects being too weak to combine into an enjoyable whole.. Childhood nostalgia. Very funny and challenging
game- simple, but it makes you think... not as easy as one might imagine at first sight!
Would recommend to anyone who wants a simple but addictive game to while away some time :-). I do not think this game is
for everyone, but the price is fair for my likings.
At this date 17/05/2019 it has much to improve.

To be clear:
I bought this game because I am a hardcore Resident Evil fan.
I found this game to be an obvious "copy-paste" of the first Resident Evil games, which are my favorites, and I treated this game
almost like a fan-made copy. Do not get me wrong, I like the idea and I am happy to have found this title.

This being said, I think the developers can improve many things to make this game not a parody of itself, but an actually good
tribute game. (If you are going to deny the copy-paste, shame on you, developer).

The animations:
- The character Lydia, finds herself in a terrifying environment, but she runs around like she's jogging a sunny Sunday morning
with her bestie.
- There seems to be no recoil when shooting weapons and the axe has no mass the character has to deal with.
 - The "zombies", upon being hit with any fire gun, they just get moved back, without any animation implemented that shows
the damage being taken, they simply slide back in a very awkward way.
- The way the character Lydia holds the various weapons, including the Knife, the Axe and the Shotgun, is extremely awkward
and looks like an incomplete animation.
- The "poison" those green "gorilla-like" creatures (hunters like for REfans) spit comes out with a very bad looking effect, and
the animation that prompts this is very poor.

The aesthetics.
- The face of the character Lydia, looks like plastic and does not show any type of life, is like a mask.
- The texts used in the introduction of the game, and on the various files you find during gameplay can be improved.
- Some models do not fit the atmosphere, the zombie models are quite sloppy, and the colorful character Lydia stands out in
such a horror setting. Her clothing should blend a little more with the color palet of the environment, making it a little darker
should help with this.

[Good things]
- The atmosphere created with the old style fixed camera is well made; I like how it turned out.
- The retro style of the game itself is not bad at all, most of us entered the gaming scene with the PSX or the PS2 and this game
could be a good way to remember simpler times, where the goal was simple as that: play a game for fun.
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Others:
- The menu is very clunky, harder to use than it should be. I used a healing item while trying to combine my ammo with my
handgun, the whole menu could be redone, if you want to keep the Resident Evil theme there are many ways you could keep the
style while improving this.
- Some places bug you into a stuck position of where you cannot come out. I found myself losing a lot of progress in the game
because of this.
- Another thing that could be added is the status animation. Make it so you can understand the health status of the character by
how it moves, it walks, or it interacts with items.
 - I have found no information, anywhere I have been in the game, that declares how the zombies work, how they respawn or if
they do, if they are unkillable or they just walk around the area. What those green zombie flames mean etc..(Although I have not
finished the game)
- The lack of a map, this can be seen as good as it can be seen bad, I think this is more like a personal taste, but in this type of
game I like to have this possibility.
 - When trying to store an item that you have equipped, the game won’t tell you why, but you can’t store it. After a while I
figured out you can’t store the item if, at the time, is equipped, so go unequip, then store.
- Some puzzles in the game are more an annoyance rather than an obstacle to overcome. The “latrine. Bath sink” for instance, is
all in one room, the door that it opens, the file that reveals the solution, and the tools to decipher said solution, all in one room.

There are more things I think could be improved, but I wasted enough time on a review that will be ignored cus no one cares
about it.
Have a delightful evening gentlemen.. i dont know why the ♥♥♥♥ i paid for it
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